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“I object to RSPs application for a DCO on the following points;  
 
A. It is of no national interest and RSP have not been able to evidence this.

B. It would snare up the A299, M2 and A2

  
C. Aviation affects the health of the communities. Reference WHO, introducing health
care cost to the economy (NHS, loss of productivity and detriment to local economy). We
have just lost our strokes services so transfers across kent will in increase and cost lives
until nhs England do a u turn. Any additional freight movement will just add to congestion
as it will need to be transported through Kent. Both insane and I’ll thought out.

D. Night flights are included in RSPs application documentation but was denied in their
consultation meeting with the public. Their integrity is to be questioned there. They seem
to be able to call the shots with the inspectorate by not providing information in a timely
manner, if at all.

 
E. We need housing so that friends and business owners from London can move away and
leave London to the rich who can in turn attract economic wealth to London whilst
allowing the economic growth from those that leave to come here. The Ramsgate seafront
and Marina is evidence I’d this along with the thriving economy and greatly reduced
unemployment. 

 
F. We have a growing seaside and Marina resort right under the proposed flight path.
Killing it off with noise and pollution is not in the national interest  
 
I oppose the DCO application by RSP
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